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NOTES ON
THE CURREl\TT SITUATIOT\ IN SOCTHEAST ASIA ..
By JOHN E. DE YOUNG
. !he folIo,~'ing discussion is not intended to present my limited
pohtIc:al analysis of the current situation in Southeast Asia but to call
att~ntlOn to certain sociological and cultural aspects of this region with
which. all of. us sh~>ul~ be concerned because Southeast Asia today is
becoming of mcreasmg ~portance in the world. The area that we know
and. call Sou~east. Asia .today lies within a triangle that one -might
possibly start. in No~ern Luzon. Draw one side of the triangle across
the Ind?-Chinese pemnsula to take in the areas formerly known' as
Indo-C~na (~at are today broken up into Vietminh Vietnam Laos
Cambodia), Sl~n (or Thailand), Burma; .and the peak or point' of th~
tnangle would include a great portion of India. 'Draw the oth li
'do ' t h " d
th
h
er me
, :~~
IS 51 e so . at t e point -will reach almost into Australia.
·Jo.mng these twO.pOI~ts you would find that there is formed a triangle,
.th: center of which IS .the area. that we know specifically as Southeast .
.ASlL

'"

, ' .

In this ~rea.t Southeast Asian triangle, if we include India, there liv~
today 600,O?O,000 people. This is one quarter of all' the people in the
world. ~ndla of c<:>Urse has been and is today the great population
~n~er 0, S?uth ASI~; bu~ excluding the 400,000,000 million people of
India we still have In. this area over 200,000,000 people. The smaller
areas of Southeast ASI.a are increasingly showing significant signs of
population pressure which already are affecting our life todav and will
~av~ a profound effect. in the very near future. Indonesia f~r exam Ie
already has a population of over 70,000,000 of which 50,000.000 ire
concent~ated on one sm~ island_that of Java. One small island not
much ~lgger ~an the Island of Luzon is keeping alive' an expanding
population which today already has gone above the 50 000 000 mark'
BUTI?a has a population of around 18,000,OOp to J9,ObO,ObOmillion~
:rhailan~, about 20;000,0~0. The four countries that today make u
Jndo-China, t?~ approximately 19,000,000 to 20,000,000.' There ~
SlX to seven million on the Malay Peninsula, and then there are hundreds
of ~ousa.nds scattered ~n the many .small islands that make up this
parucular Southeast Asian area. Bnefly, this is geographically the
area that we call the world of Southeast Asia.
·

.
Now let us consider just two prominent aspects of this area. FIrSt,
I want to stress certain basic similarities of the area regardless of the
fact that there are cJ.i!ferent languages and even different religions
Second I ~ant to ~enoon thepoten~alities of .what we might call th~
demographic dynamICS of the area., mother words population growth.
And lastly, a few comments on what nationalism connotes or means
-e-This article mIS originally pres ted
cb'
vention of Philip'" ;"c ",_L__I S
. en
as, a spee
during the Annual Con- ~
upenntendents in May, 1955, .
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today in certain of these new countries that have been merged in the
area only in the past ten to fifteen years.
Southeast Asia could be called a great melting pot, not only from
the standpoint 'of its peoples and racial types, but also from the standpoint
of its cultures. For many thousands of years Southeast Asia has been
receiving diverse strains from various peoples and some of the great
cultures of the world. Take one limited example in the field of religion. Practically all the great religions of the world have at one
time or another entered into this area. Many of them have blended
together to form patterns that are unique for Southeast Asia; others
have risen- to great heights and then have succumbed to later religious
forces that have come in. \oVe have Hinduism, with its Brahministic
.patterns dominantly influencing the area. During another period," Buddhist
influences swept through the region. In more modern. times there has
. been 'the tremendous force of Islam marching into the area'; and within
'our· So-called' .historicvperiod -we have had' Christianity ;,effecting very
profoundly-one region of Southeast Asia, and that of, Course is the
· , ·:Philippiiles. .
,•
, "Underlyingall of the modem cultures of .Southeast-Asia today is
'a 'broad.vsimilar folk 'society-a peasant or folk society based rupon wet
· 'rice.:agricu)ture. .That wet rice agriculture includes sdchcultural factors
: as the: use of carabao, terracing where' necessary, specific .kindaof house
· .types (generally, houses built on posts), and in an' earlier' day a very
deeply ingrained animistic or spirit worship pattern. This is- sometimes
described today' as the typical Malayan culture rpattern-e-ah . animistic
or spirit- worship, wet rice agricuIture,and a host .of minor associated
culturalfactors. Hence, this pattern is found in the Philippines which is
. predominantly Christian, Thailand which, is predominantly Buddhist,
and Indonesia which is predominantly Moslem. As a result, the peasant
peoples of this region (in spite of the fact that they have different dialects,
different languages, many different customs and religions, and other
.ways of behaving) have nonetheless a broad cultural base that is common
to all of them.
'For example, .throughout all of SEA, as far as the daily -Iife.of the
farmer .and peasant 'goes,the old animistic or spirit worship pattern
has not been erased despite the. presence .of the great' world religions.
In Thailand where' the people are extremely devoted Buddhists and
where for perhaps 15 hundred years Buddhism .has taught that spirit
worship is not proper, most of the farmers still have little spirit houses
and make offerings to the spirits; 'making the proper offerings when the
rice is planted and when the rice is harvested.. . In Indonesia, Islam
frowns upon that .kind of spirit worship, yet it 'goes on in spite of the
very profound effect that the Mohammedan religion has .had; on the life
of the people: And 500 years of Christianity in the Philippines has not
wiped out the belief in the evil spirit or good spirits, the belief that
illness may be caused by spells or by bad spirits, or that there are witch
doctors working against people. The broad religious base has changed,
but underneath it these old forms still persist. It is well 'to keep in
mind that there is a kind of cultural identity amongst all the people of
SEA, and that some of these other differeoces,as for example, the
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differences m language or dialect differences are perhaps rather minor
in nature.
. By 2000 years ago, roughly ~t the time of the Christian era, the
kind of people that today compnse the groups known as the lowland
Filipinos, the Indonesians, the Thailanders, and the Burmese were already settled in the region of Southeast Asia with this kind of wet rice
ag;icult~al p~ttern. An~ apparently they were already politically 'affihated mto v~lage orga~za~ons loosely grouped .togethe: in what might
be c~lled a tnbal ~rgamzat.I0n. Thus certain VIllages In an area gave
allegiance to a particular tnbal leader. It seems that this was the kind
of life pattern that the first great invaders of Southeast Asia .found, In
.
this instance "first ~at invaders," refers to a more sophisticaeedkindcfv.: '
.cultural pattern which was the flow of Hinduism .with its Brahmanistic
pattern f~m India .into ~e. ~a.- ~ ~u~h. thisregion, with possibly '
t.Q.e 'exceptIon. of the. ,Philippmes, this. Hinduistic pattern profoundly'.' af.., , . :
. .f~~ this wet rice farmer with his animistic or, spirit worshiping religion ..:
"';i~ Ata .littleJater period, another great cultural jilfluencefloW'ed' olit .
,tif~ndia and that was 'the tremendous religious philosophy of Buddhism
. ,"'l'
, \Vhich,also affected most of the area of Southeast Asia, again', with the
:•. ' ",exc;~ption .of. the .Philippines. However, Buddhism which ·rea&edits
. ~ " ,height around 800 A:D., .succumbed a little 'later on to Brahmanistic
:.patterns. . Thus eventually Buddhism and Brahmanism in .Indonesia. 'in'
"?J13.iland, and il1. BUmia:became blended so 'that modernBuddhism .t~:OY
m Burma and m Thailand actually has many elements of liiriduisrit
interwoven in it.'
., ,',
Then another great cultural force began to enter the area and that
was Islarn-s-coming from North India where it had already undergone
profound changes from the kind of Islam found in the Near East. As
Islam moved southward out of north India it met resistance in the form
of the solidly Buddhist countries like Burma, Thailand, (or Siam),
and the region of Indo-China. So it was not able to penetrate there
to' any great extent. l~ead it flowe~ around this particuIar:rCgio~
and .came do~the penmsula. Then It gradually. worked down' into
~e area of Indonesia; which by this time developed politically' into the
'so-called 'Hinduistic vcity 'state vempires, Hinduistic ' empires 'J>eg~to
crumble under the onslaught of this movement of Islam.
'
, ": Nex~ w.e find .Eurt?pean contact appearing on the scene. 'European
contact IS interesting 10 many ways. In Indonesia, for example, the
entrance, of the Dutch at this particular time preserved one small. area
of Indonesia iRa Hinduistic-Brahmanistic pattern. ~ Is of course
the Island ofBali where the last of the great Javanese .Empires made
by. Mabjapahit crumb!ed JI!1der the onslaught, of, MolUuumedan;Raja.hs.,
WIth the f~ of MahJapahit the court, the priests, and the small ,anny
fled to Bali and set up a ne~ court on ·that 'particular. island, which
had been' prof?undly influenced for the previous, 1500 years' by
Hinduism an~ ~uddhism. The Dutch coming .invery shortly after
that, through their system of economic control of the
~ the
status CJ.uo. So that while Islam swalloWed up almost all the -~( of ".
Indonesia, Islamnever penettat.ed into the ~ of Bali to any ap~lE:

aJ.:eadr.
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extent. Today Bali remains as one of the places where the old Brahmanistic pattern of 2000 years ago is still to be seen within the region
of Southeast Asia. For the first 200 years, however, European contact
was .almost completely of a commercial nature. At first, they did not
have colonial patterns in the sense of European governments taking ov~r
areas in Southeast Asia. The Dutch, for example, controlled' Indonesia
for 200 years through the Dutch East lndia 'Company which was ~ 'chartered private company only licensed. by the government. India and
Burma fora hundred years or more were controlled not by England directly,
but by a private commercial firm-the East India Company.
However, .as "the great spice trade of the sixteen and sevente~n
hundreds 'began to cruinple, discontent and unrest .began t<? appear 10
this commercial empire of. Southeast ,Asia... Therefore, the, governments
decided to step 'mand~e over these earlier ·Commercial. empires,
Holland then,' in 1798] believe;'first 'offiCially' took "over 'lndonesia, and .:
England -also-took.over as: a colony:Burma ~d Indi~ Wi~the chan.ge ,
" ' i n Europe Joan.' industnal 'pa*m .following th~mdustr..a1 revolution :
we •have, as 'far lis the Southeast ASia .area isconcerne~, a Shift also to ..'
what 'maybe called ',coloniaIisni. So the ,pOlitical control Veryiiefinitely ,
became that .of the colonial pattern, . because ,at, .that time the great- ..
. " 'European, countries were, interested in exploitingthesea;eas for their ;
own. ,industrial needs at home.. Graduallyas Southeast AsIa entered, the
¢rlod, -certainaspects' of.westernization- and, modernization ~began
to 'infiltrate into the' countries> ,&. a- more intellectual, ..educated class
emerged in each' of these areas .of S~uthe~t ASia,theredeveloped, e
first .builders and planners of the' nationalism that began. to emerge 10
this 'particular region.
Now let us. examine the demographic pattern of the region-the
population patterns. Two thousand years ago this ~a _was an area
of low population pressure. We, of course, have no Idea of how. many
people lived here, but there were at best perhaps small scatte:ed .villages,
or groups of villages throughout the lowl~d areas. The Indian invaders
came in only verysmall numbers. Only pnests, the traders, the merchants,
and the minor Indian princes who were looking for ,~ to subdue,
actually moved 'into SEA. And since this was a Br~anistic pa~~,
which brought' ·withit rigid caste law, there was 'little or no mtermarriage amongst this invading Indian-Brahmin group with the local
population. So there was a type of political control put upon this village
area, but the Indian pattern as far .as mixing,~th the .local people
~
real.Iy did~ot af.f~t the peoP.le tOi. any great extefft.. A9~t
,Butthis region, as already noted, today c~ ,ut:J~.le
in an area that has~emonstrated treme.ndo~~"i:li\i
'.w.ili'Jp:'T:J~{J
last half century. 'India, for example, which 15 I()~QChe~
f'~~
.centers of the world today, in 1901, the year of its fuw'4If~cetM.&
that is regarded as accurate) had roughly about 235,000,000~. ,In
1951 it was estimated to be about 356,000,000 million-that is the 'official
census estimate. H certain other subsidiary areas of India are included,
.we generally speak of a round figure of 400,000,000. But what ~sig¢i~t"
is this: that in 50 years' time there was a 52 per cent mcrease In
population.. In Siam (or Thailand), in 1900 ~ere, w.~re,.rpng~~O~.
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people. Today there are 20,000,000. Our records arc not as cornplctrfor 50 vears' time in Indonesia. but we can take, for example, the small
island of Java to demonstrate what has been happening as far as population zoes. In 1815 the Dutch made a census of that island and their
estimatewas 4 and 1/2 million. Today there arc over 50,000,000 on this
island of Java. In the Philippines in 1903, I believe, that census estimate
was roughly 7,600,000. Today it is probably over 19,000,000 which is
almost a tripling of population in 50 years.
Now the reason, of course, is obvious. One of the aspects of westernization has been the development of social, economic, and health conditions. The tremendous high death rate of this region of Southeast
Asia has progressively lowered in the last 50 years, whereas the' birth rate
has remained more or less stationary. Thus there has been this tremen'dous mushrooming of population. The significant feature of this is 'that
if. the' statistics cited seem rather staggering remember this: 'that these
. tr~mendous increases between 1900 and 1948 come before, the era .of our
.1!uracle drugs, before the era 'of our tremendous large-scale health programs
where they are eradicating diseases like malaria, reducing tuberculosis
and all of these other particularly malignant killers. What would this
mean, t~en, if we would put into effect every life-saving technique that
now exists?
.
. .
", .
To cite an 'example, in 1948 a malaria control program was institut-ed
•on the Island of Ceylon. The Island of Ceylon, moreover, is small
enough so that ·the health program could adequately control all of the
other factors. In less than three years time, with a nation-wide malaria
control program from 1948 to 1951, general mortality in Ceylon has
been cut by one third, and infant mortality has been cut by 50 per cent.
This is only one of the great killers of the region.
This means that all through Southeast Asia where, with ~the cooperation of the new government agencies, the United Nations' subsidiary
agencies such as UNESCO and WHO, and such entities as "the American
FDA and other aid programs tremendous modern health .programs are
being .put into effect, the potentialities of population growth for the
future are tremendous. It is not inconceivable that there 'could again
be a doubling of population in the next 50 years. If that would. be the
case, then just from the standpoint of population alone, SEA' would
itself have, not counting India, over 400,000,000 people.
Java at the present time can still feed its people, but if any small
thing ever goes wrong with the rice harvest there is famine. Other
areas like Th~lagJ:i. iiitd· the Philippines, if they use modern technological
aids ,clJ.n~t!Pport~a':"'~iCly growing population and can support population
~:.,th1.~otild ~. ~o~~.J'le, or perhaps even' quadruple, of the present
. 'popWa1i~ lSome ~~~ike Thailand, from the standpoint of resources
~. ~~~lItd~popu1ated. Other areas are already overpopulated,
. WhIC~th~t the peoples of SEA must work as a unit because some
countnes arego:ng to be much more capable than others in caring for
their great mushrooming populations.
.
Now it is true that later on there may be a population decline, .,
for wherever westernization and modernization have occuredthe birth
. fll;
.begins to decline. But that decline is not very rapid nor in
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one generation. In the immediate future, therefore, the population potentialities of the Southeast Asian area are tremendous.
Last there is todav in SEA a whole host of new countries-counu'ies
thathav; come into being mainly within the last ten year~ or s,?' -r:.hus
.there is an emerging pattern of nationalism. Ol;lt of this natlonallSID,
have come many internal problems, some of which do not seem v~ry
· realistic, When we read that one cannot go more th3? 1~ or l~~les
· outside the capital of Burma, Rangoon, with~ut runnmg into dissident
trouble, we sometimes shake our heads. It IS forgotten, ~or example,
that these countries of SEA are having internal troubles whIc.h pr?bably
were also found in the Philippines, or may have been possible In the
· Philippines, but were worked. out during the American Commonwealth
days or were avoided by the particular patterns that the C~mm~nweal~
period instituted here. It shall be ~em.beredalso that natIonalism as It,'
is found in 'SEA is a European invention. It means that the young
-intellectuals who were trained in Europe or in America cam.-e' back and
began'to try to put into practice 0e kind of ,Political ideologies that- they
witnessed or jrudied outside of their own particular country. One sho~ld,
'oLcoUrse, be aware of and must not overlook, the effect that Marxism
or. CommUnism has had in this particular regIon.
. .
. ...
· . Now Marxism as a philosophy probably would noto.r doesno~ .appeal
. ,:tovmany of the peasant areas of SEA, because cert3;ln areas, m SEA- ;.
. . for-rthousands of years have had a perfectly cooperative type. 'of . com~ .
, "IDunal organization. For example, in Java land has been more or less
, commonly held by the villagers for centuries. To talk ~~~ land reform
in' a place .like Java makes little or no ~ead way. This IS. IJeea.use there
are no particular land reform problems In the sense of ~ng farm land
away froin a landlord and giving it back to the peasants, Sl~ce the peasants
have .always had it. In some other areas, however, which were u~der
European colonialism, a kind of landlord-tenant arrangement came ~nto
existence and has provided fairly fertile ground for some of the teachmgs
of'the Marxist philosophy. And it must ~lso be forgotten that under
colonial patterns in the twenties, the young mtelle~tuals.who became ~oo
outspoken against the colonial power, and who agitated .for co:nplete !ndependence of their country, generally were arrested or sent mto eXl~e.
In many cases the only place of refuge available for the~ was. communIst
Russia. The famous Lenin Institute which wasestabltshed In Mo~O'w
and which flourished from the 1920's till the late 30's actually trained
many of the leaders today of SEA. The trouble caused by these graduates
of the Lenin Institute in recent years means that to some extent the
~lonial powers are reaping some of the things that they themselves have
sown i~ a previous generation.
.'
At the Bandung conference one of the major el~ents that .has come
out in the preliminary discussion and announcements 15 .the contInual talk
about colonialism and the rejection of any sort ?f colonial pattern. That
is significant because very definitely the countnes of SEA today are still
suspicious of the older European or American ~ul~ that h~v~ past
records of colonialism. Again it must be kept In mind that rt ]Snot
ea.&Y 'to overcome several hundred years of conditioning in a few short
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years, and this is something that of course the European and American
should particularly keep in mind.
There is one last element that should be mentioned. and that is our
concept of n~tionalism today. Since nationalism is not indigenous 'in
SEA, the. vanou~ new countries, the Philippines included, have had, to
try to umfy their people, which essentially are peasant or folk societv
'r:o~le liv~ in -small vi~ages having perhaps a kind of local democracy
within th:lf own small villlage hut having little or no concept of identity
on a national scale. Naturally one of the thinzs that nationalism has
.stressed is educatio~ . Now education is a humanistic pattern, but it has
.been use? very def~mtelyas. a tool by which to weld the people of the
·country mto ia national- .umon. There are a great many problems; or:
course that center around this use of education. One of' thevminor
: ~pects of ~. J;latio~t program is the emphasis upon welding the, people '
.. Into a national unit vby creating or encouraging the so-called national
language. Now this.•. to, be sure, is a very practical type iof approach,
but ~ort~na~ly ,SEA because of its geographic terrain and its cultural isolation m some parts, 'has 'developed patterns by which one. coun. . try does not have any.one language. Instead there is a great variety'
, ,. of languages, :all of which may belong to the same basic language,. but
through thousands of years have become so different that they are . un. . intelligible from-island to island and from province to province. .,. '
· . 'Hence, when we speak of the national language, the first problem ' is
whi~h lan~age should be selected, The usual method has been to arbi-rrarily designate .?' language which apparently has the most common
fea:ures. Indonesia, for example, has taken one particular dialect for their
national language. India has decided that Hindu will be the official
language, and in the Philippines the so-called national language is based
l~:ly o? Tagalog., Other count:ies like Burma and Thaila:;d have '6=
little easier problem, because while they have dialect differences from
P.art of the country to anothe~, they are so minor that within a few weeks'
tune your ears pick 'up the differences and you can move from the north
to~e ~uth ttu:o~gh. the . central regions without too much difficulty.
But an spite of this nationalist progra:m encouraging the national language,
unfortunately. some ' of the countnes of SEA have perhaps gone to
.."
.',
"
extremes.
No~ it. has been well, dCD?0nstrated ~at on psychological grounds,
·
. Instru~uon m the vernacular m the eanly grades seems to be more
~ffecuve ~ instruction. say in English, or even in the national tongue
if ~e national tongue IS not the ve~ular. There is one thing to
consider however. ~Y of the countn~s of SEA. have been going to
the extremes of deciding .that all education rmust be in the vernacular;
~ence ~en: are '~uch countries as Indonesia that has decided that all
msr:rucnon mcluding the .college and university level must be in the
: . ~tlO?al tongue~ '1J;1dia is also considering and putting into effect ' the
, ,curtailment of English ~ the medit:u;ri0f ~truetion on university level.
. Burma a1,readY has required that all, mstrucnon on college and. university
leyel be .m Burmes:'. ' However, ~ countries of SEA are riOt equipped ..
·With fireir new natlOnal tongues to, teach -the kind of educa1iont:bat is
t
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needed in the international world. and as a result the nationalism program
itself, in that one aspect, is perhaps retarding its own development.
A short time aCTO a sociolozist who had been serving as an adviser
to the Burmese gove':nment cam; through Manila. 0!1 e of the interesting
things he said was that this year the student body of the colleges ~d
universities in Burma have petitioned the government to restore English
as. a .medium of instruction. Thev also want to 'restore the teaching of
English on the primary levels rather than to have itonly or: the secondary
school level, because the college student in Burma today IS simply at a loss.
There are no books that are adequate in the Burmese language and then,
too, English has become essential. Some o~you :;nay know t:ha.t the
official.Janguage of the Bandung Conference IS English. Now thiS. IS n~t
intended to make any brief for English as the universal tongue 111 this
,".. ;part of the, Wl)rld., What I wc:nt to point out is that in so~~a.reas people
: ,,;ire 'perhaps ,unfortunately. gomg to extremes along . certam ~es of na.'tionalism, .without perhaps realizing that what: may haJ'PC71 w,tll 'llctuall,Y
-be -retarding the progress of the country rather 'than helpmg It. ' In this
one asPect,the:problem of the use of the national .language in Southe~t
Asian countries which formerly did not have a. common language IS
something that must be solved. .Sqme veryimpo~t 'decisions Dl~y .be
made in the very near future as to where the national language Will be
.. med,'how it will be used, and- the -extent ·towhich :it:wiil be used-say
., ' asa medium of teaching-:-particularly above the.ele~entary school level.
'.:, NoW
co~clude this very casual treatment of some very limited social
aspects of SEA today, we might take a. lookag~n at the map. I mentioned India as having had a profound influence 111 the area. I neglected
to mention China. Now China also for the last-two thousand years
had been sending a persistent and steady stream of people and cultural
influences into the area. Today there are over 10,000,000 Chinese residents
in SEA. These are the official figures. The unofficial figures are anybody's guess, because in some countries the offici a} . fi~ures .give o~ly a
fraction ef what the real figures are. In the Philippines, 111 ThaIland
.. and 'in Indonesia, large' segments of the economic life a-re controlled or
have been controlled by an alien group of Chinese. Now previously,
this alien group, while it' might have cawed certain s~ and cultural
problems in the Country, did not cause too much of a political problem.
Today, .however, with the problem of two Chinas and a t~~endously
strong Communist China, there is this added problem of' a political threat
to the security of SEA. Now the great threat, of course,. to SEA can
come only from Communist China. Almost all the, eountries of SEAThailand and Indonesia particularly because they have a very strong
.and predominant Chinese minority-within th;e l.astten years or so ~ave
become increasingly concerned about the foregm influence on the Chinese
..schools within the educational system of their own countries. In some
countries like Thailand, stringent and rigid measures have ~ ~en to
try to deliberately force the Chinese schools. into conformity WIth. local
patterns because (1) an attempt has been made to assimil~ Cb!nese
-into Thailand, but (2) the political danger from .ou~ide ~YIS so
great that the foreign school must be. closely supe~ or .rt could
'conceivably become an agent of a foreign power who 1P tum would
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begin to infiltrate into the educational system of the country in that
particular way. This is one aspect, again that is a problem that faces
SEA today. Large minority groups, in spite of the fact that they have
existed, there for hundreds of years, are not culturally a pan of me
country in which they live. This is a common problem with which all
SEA powers have to wrestle and the answer is still, of course, unknown.
The .foregoing remarks have touched upon the basic cultural similarities of
SEA, the social forces that have affected the area, the demographic
situation, and problems of a rising nationalism, particularly in regard to
language and the threat of Communist China. It is hoped that this
rather casual treatment will stimulate further study and a better understanding of an area which is becoming of increasing importance in the
modern world.

.
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DURKHEIM'S CONCEPT OF SOLIDARITY *
By SISTER MECHTRAUD, S. SP. S.
Introduction

;,' ,.'

! •.•

Durkheim was a French social philosopher, well known in sociological
circles by his works, 'such as The Division of Labor in Society, The Rules
of Sociological Method, Suicide, and The Elementary Forms of the Re- ..
ligious Life. 10 these works, the social philosopher treats of certain key
concepts "which are basic to his theories and which, at the same time,
.clarify his whole thought system on social causation, social anomy, social
constraint, collective representations, and so forth. One of the :basic':
. concepts recurring again and again in Durkheimian writings is that of
solidarity, mechanical and organic solidarity. The following presents .an ..
only sketchy outline of this concept which has been taken by many,'
particularly, . modem sociologists, as one of their basic forms. They use .
it, especially, in their suggestions for a reconstruction of our society;
they point to it as-a powerful antidote against that social disintegration
which threatens modem society as it -reveals itself above all in the atomistic
.
..'.
trends of modern social life.
Only a few names may be mentioned here, outstanding .in the field
and using the concept of solidarity in this connection. Lloyd Warner
and his group strongly emphasize this concept. Mention may be made
only of the latest book of the Yankee City Series: American Life:
Dream and Reality. It is especially the phenomenon of social symbolism
that attracted these writers. 'Varner mentions, for instance, the cross
as a symbol of unity for the Christians. Needless to say, the cross is
much more to Christians than a mere symbol; an actual reality stands
behind it, a historical fact which cannot be overlooked and which elevates
this "symbol" far above other categories· of social symbols and signs.
Another writer, referring often to the concept of solidarity is Rev. Fr.
'Fichter, S. J., who speaks of it as of. the unifying bond among a certain
group of people, especially in his latest book on the Southern Parish.
His concept of solidarity differs,· however, in essential points from that
of Durkheim.
.
The Durkheimian Concept of Solidarity
The concept of solidarity itself refers to the social unity of the group.
It tries to answer the question, "What is that thing which keeps a group
together and makes them cooperate-makes them act as a unit in which
they combine their efforts?" Some thinkers have attributed this group
unity to the effects of symbolism as has been stated before.
Durkheim wrote much, and most of his works deal with the Concept of solidarity. In his works he also often combines the concepts of
collectiverepI-esentations and solidarity. We find in his writings many
.. This article was originally presented as a talk before the Philippine Socio"logical Society OD June 19, 1955. The Review staff revised and edited the
material for publication.

